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SUMMARY 
An investigation was made of the effect of the wing 
wake on the lift of the horizontal tail surfaces. In the 
development of expressions for this effect. the growth of 
wing circulation and wing wake, the time interval repre-
sented by the tail length, and.the development of lift 
by the tail were considered. The theory has been applied 
to a specific case to show the magnitude of the effect to 
be expected. 
It is shown that: for motions below a certain fre-
quency, the development of. Ii ft by the tail may be repre-
sented by a simple lag function. The lag is, however. 
somewhat greater than that indicated by the tail length. 
HTTRODUOTION 
Durin~ unsteady motions of the airplane, the wing 
leaves in its wake a sheet of vortices of varying stren~th. 
The velocity induced by these vortices may have a pro-
nounced effect on the direction of the air floW near the 
tail, particularly during motions involving rapid changes 
of lift such as oscillations of short period or passage 
through gusts. 
An approximation to the effect of the wing wake has 
been used by Cowley and Glauert (reference 11. They as-
sumed that the downwash associated with a change in lift 
is equal to the corresponding steady value but that the 
effect at the tail is delayed by the time required for the 
airplane to travel a distance equal to the tail length. 
It is known, however, that during increases of circulation 
the wing develops counterrotating vortices which must. for 
a time, at lElast,induce a strong upwash. increasing t'he 
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lift of the tail. Ih addition to the time la~ considered 
by Cowley and Glauert. both the ~ariation of vertical ve-
locity and the delay in the development of lift by the tail 
are considered in th~ present pa~e~. 
The flow around"the ~in't hen6e the wake produced by 
the wing, is assumed to be uninfluenced by the presence of 
the tail surface. The interference. is thus confined to 
the effect of the wing on the tail and. since the wake 
formed by an isolated wing is known, the interference can 
be directly calculated for any relative position of the 
two surfaces. 
Althou~h the theory is thus applicable to a variety 
of arran~ements. computations to cover all conditions were 
not considered to be worth while .. In particular. thaexact 
vertical location of the tail surface (within the uB--ual 
range) was not expected to be critical. The tail surface 
was therefore considered to be located directly in the 
wake where the effe ct is a maximum. . The effect of tail 
len~th was investigated and it was found that the results 
obtained from computations covering a typical case could 
be extrapolated to take account of this fac~or in ~ sat-
isfactory manner. 
LIFT FUNCTIONS 
As in other problems in~olvin~ unsteady flow, it is 
convenient to assume at first a sudden unit jump in the 
an~le of attack of the wing and to develop more general 
solutions by operational methQds (reference 2). The lift 
of the tail surface under these cond.itions is due solely 
to·interference from the wing and is to be added to"the 
li£t~1~dependently developed. 
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Fi~u~e 1 shows the notation used in the ~evelopment. 
Variable 9.uantitiea are expressed in terms of the distance. 
Uot 
alan,\; the',flight path, ... - - where trepresents time • 
. ~ .. - -;'/2' -
The analtsis is kept nondimensional by 
ities in terms of the fli~ht ve~ooitj. 
in terms 6f the half chord. 0/2; 
expressing all veloc-
Uo • and all lengt~s 
The ~atB of development of vorticity by tho wing fol-
lowin~ a sudden unit increase in angle of attack a, 
(a = l(s» is given in reference, 3 and shows directly tho 
distribution of vorti~es in the ~ake. The total circula-
tion at any instant after such a ~hange is denoted by 
ra,(s). The vertical velocity of air in the vicinity of 
'the tail induced, by a 1mit wake vortex, wr~sL (fig. 2) 
may be calculated from the Biot-Savart rule. The result~ 
ant variation of vertical velocity following a unit change 
of angle of attack of the wing follows from the combina-
tion of these two functions, i.e., ' 
s 
"w(s) = "r(s) r",(O) + J "r(s ~ so) r",' (so) dso (1) 
a 
The effect of tho vertical velocity. .w' on the tail 
surface may be treated as the effect of a varying ~ust. 
The lift on an airfoil penetrating this ~ust is given by 
s 
= CLg (0) ww(O) +f (2 ) 
o 
where CL (8) is the ~ust lift f.unctioll for the tail sur-~ 
face (reference 3). 
The integrations (1) and (2) may be carried out in a 
sin~le step by usin~ the operational 'equivalents of the 
functions involved. Thus 
The function CL (s) is the lift on the tail stirface due t. 
solely to a unit change in the angle of attack of the wing 
and is to be added to the lift developed independently by 
tho tail surface. 
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The funotion r(s) donotes the circulation around 
tho wing (or the equal and opposite circulation measured 
around the wake) in the plane of symmetry. The spanwise 
distribution of vorticity is assumed to remain elliptical. 
A unit increment of rcs) thus involves a Bin~le wing and 
wake vortex of unit stren~th at the center, the stron~th 
fallin~ off toward the tips in accordance with the ollip-
tic loadin~. The two vortices are connected by a sheet 
containin~ only the spanwise component of discontinuity. 
This arran~ement can be derived by the superposition of 
vortices of the type shown in fi~ure 3. 
The c en t r 0 i d 0 f win g c i r cuI a t ion i s as fmm edt 0 rem a in 
stationary at the center of the wing chord. Although the 
wing circulation ori~inates at the trailing ed~e. little 
error is incurred through this assumption because the trav-
el of the centroid to the conter of the chord is very rapid 
(reference 3). If the win~ circulation is replaced by a 
Bin~le vortex A (fig. 3), the vertical velocity at the 
tail due to vortices A and B is ~ivon by 
The operational equivalent of this function is 
w ( D) == --!.. [D 0 - 'L DEi ('L D) - 't~ 1 
r AB 2n l.J 
(5 ) 
whore the symbol Ei represents the exponential inte~ral 
fun c t ion, i. e. , 
"-X 
Ei(x) 
-- J e-Ll u du 
The downwash due to the spanwiee component of discon-
tinuity (vorticos 0 and D. fig. 3) may be doterminod 
from fi~uro 6 of reference 3, which shows the downwash at 
the ed~e of a sheet of discontinuity of varyin~ len~th. 
The downwash in the re~ion of the tail corrospondin~ to 
any position or extent of the wake may be obtained by add-
in~ tho effects of two sheets of different lengths, as in-
dicated in fi~ure 4. 
i 
.v 
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APPLIOATION OF THEORY 
In order to illustrate the application of the theory 
and to sh6w the order of ma~nitude of the results to be 
expected, the lift functions are determined for a specific 
example. The proportions considered are as follows. (See 
fi~. 1.) 
Aspect ratio of wing - - - - - 6 
Aspect ratio of tail surface - - 3 
" - - - 5.54 
- - - - - - - 6~54 
Ohord of tail surface 
- - - 1.0 
The effect of the noncirculatory component of the flow 
about the wing is ne~lected, its influence at the tail 
being small and constant in value. 
The approximate expressions used for the functions 
0L (D) and ra(D) are: g 
°L (D) ... 3'.77 2.56 D 1.044 D (6 ) :: --------..... --------g D + .1.116' D +.6.40 
ra(D) ,.. 4.71 2.11 D 1.25 D 0.800 D (7) :: 
- --------- - --------- - ---------D + 0.290 D + 0.690 D + 0.276 
It should be noted that the function OLg is in 
terms of. the half-win~ chord which, in the example chosen. 
is twice the corresponding dimension of the tail surface 
itself. There is a sli~ht chan~e in the expression as 
~iven in reference 3 to make it more closely approximate 
the starting value. 
If the proper values are substituted in equations (4) 
and (5), the function wr becomes 
AB 
(8) 
and 
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() 1 [ -5.54D • ( ) 1 ] w D == - De' EJ. 5. 54D - -----
rAE 2n 6.54 
(9 ) 
No concise expression for the spanwise component of 
the downwash, wr ' can be given. The curve can be ap-
OD 
proximated, however, by A'series of exponential terms of 
the form AeAs • For the proportions considered 
0.04'7 D 0.083 + ---------- + ••• 
D + 0.067 
(10 ) 
These expressions are to be added to equations (8) and (9), 
respectively. to give the fUnction Wr(D) required in the 
evaluation of equation (3). 
The calculation of 0L accordin~ to equati~n (3) 
tw 
results in the lift of the tail surface, as a function of 
the distance traveled following a sudden unit jump in the 
angle of attack of the win,g, i.e. t the lIindicial liftll; 
it is shown in fi~ure 5. 
For a unit change in angle of attack of the airplane 
as a whole, the lift developed independently by the tail 
must be added. This lift increment is ~iven by equation 
(29) of reference 3 for an airfoil of aspect ratio 3 but 
it must be expressed in terms of the wine; chord .• The 
. function 0L' (s) (fip.;. 6) shows the iift resultine; from 
ttt 
the unit nhange of an~le of attack of the entire airplane. 
Althoue;h the indicial lift curves (fi~s. 5 and 6) 
show infinite values, it is to be noted that the inte~ra~ 
tion of the expressions by superposition for any probable 
disturbance results in finite lift at all points. Fur-
thermore, when the effects of moderate rates of change in 
the an~le of attack are inte~rated, th~ exact form of tho 
indicial response curve is not critical. 
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This point is best illustrated by inte~rating the re-
sponse to a continuous oscillatory variation of angle of 
ins 
attnck. If a::: e , 
CL . (s) :::OL(D) eins=Ot(in) e
ins
::: [A(n)+i:B(n)] e ins (a:::el. ns ) . 
The real part, At is the component of the response in 
phase with the disturbance, and the imaginary part, :B, 
is the component 90 0 out of phase with the disturbance. 
The evaluation of the exponential inte~ral with an 
ima~inary arlument is ~iven in reference 4, page 80. 
Ei(in) ::: Oi(n) + i [Si(n) + ~J 
where Ci and Si are, respectively, the cosine-integral 
and the sine-integral functions. 
Fi~ure 7 shows the A and the :B components of the 
oscillatory lift function, CL (in), the lift on the tw 
tail surface induced by a continuous sinusoidal oscilla-
tion of the wing. For a continuous vertical oscillation 
of the airplane as a whole (changes of angle of attack 
without rotation), the function CLt'Cin) (fiC. 8) shows 
the resulting lift. a 
If the oscillatory lift functions are approximated by 
a Fourier series, this series will be found to correspond 
to an approximation of the indicial lift function in the 
for~ Of steps. Thus the function CLt (in) is 'closely 
'W" 
approximated, as shown by broken lines in figure 7. by the 
expression 
(12) 
for values of n less than 0.35. If the argument (in) 
is replaced by the operato:r D, the resulting. function 
is the operational equivalent Qf a simple step functi on:.. 
which is an approximation of the corresppnding indicial 
.. lift function... Thus 
CLtw(S) ; [0.30 - 2.20 e:..'7.i4D] 
0.30 - (13) 
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This approximation is shown by the broken line in fi~ure 5. 
Similarly, the approximation shown by the broken line 
in fi€;ure 8 is 
and 
Ott (in) ~-3.85 - 1.98 e-7.4sin 
cr. 
0ttcr.(S); [3.85-1.98 e- 7 • 48D ] l(s) ;3.85-1.98 
and is shown by the broken line in figure 6. 
In the case of an airplane executing pitchinc motions 
durin~ which the angle of attack of the wing does not 
chan~et the component of response out of phase with the 
disturbance is insi~nificant. The response may therefore 
be considered instantaneous. Althou~h the ~eneral case in-
~olves motions thht combine chan~es of angle of attack, 
cr., and of angular displacement, e. the lift increments 
resultin~ from each motio~ have been separately treated. 
In this form, the results arc d,irectly applicable tc:>t:4e 
differential equations of motion of the ~irplane. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Althou~h the indicial lift of the tail surface actu-
ally shows a 'pronounced variation, it is permissible to 
consider the eftecl of a simple'lag if only moderate rates 
of motion are invol~ed. The laC"functions shown in fi~­
ures 5 and 6 e;bre -,the lift quitE?' accurate;Ly 'durin~ any mo-
tion that Can be compounded of frequen'cies' low~r 'thEm one 
cycle in 18 ha;Lf, chords (n < 0.35).' " .. ,' . 
It will be noted that these exp'ress·ions: dIffer from 
those assumed by.Oow.ley and Glauert in two ways. First t 
the value of the f\inctfon from 0 to: .'1, is not zero but 
is a positive val~e, .htch accounts for ,the upwaah that 
the tail initially,e~c6unters. Secon~, the distance after 
which the value pftha function becomes negativ~ is not 
equal' to _ the tail length, 'L ,but occurs at a distance 
somewhat ~reater th~n the tail length. This distance ac-
counts for the lag in the,~rowth of downwash ~ridthelag 
in the developm,~t of lift by the ta~l and may be called 
the effective tail len~th. ' 
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Althou~h the results thus far have been obtained for 
one specific wine and tail arrancement) , the effective tail 
length and the ma~nitude of the effect to be expected may 
be determined for other cases. 
Accordin~ to the theory. the pattern of the wake 
formed by the wine remains unchanged as it passes down-
stream. In addition, the rapid ,chances of induced veloci-
ty at the tail occupy a fairly short distance immediately 
ahead of and back of the edce of the wake. For any usual 
tail length, therefore. the time historY,of the lift on the 
tail is not substantially altered in relation to the in-
stant at which the wake strikes the tail~ This point is 
illustrated by fi~ure 9, where the induced vertical veloc-
ity, wr. followinc a unit chance in wing circulation 
(r = l(s» is shown:. for d,ifferent positions of the wing 
ahead of the tail surface. The principal effect of a 
change in tail len~th is to shift the origin along the 
relatively flat portion of the indicial lift curves shown 
in figuTes 5 and 6. This change in tail len~th then cor-
responds to an equal change in effective tail length. The 
effective tail len~th for any case is thus determined. 
If the wing wake uasses either abov~ or below the 
tail ,Burface, the'lift·functions will not show infinite 
values as they do in the case consider,ed. The peak value 
of the litt function 'is lowest when the wake n~sses below 
the tail surface. Tho final value of the lif~ is but lit-
tle affected by the verticl3,l disnlacement as long as 'this 
displacement is small relative t~ the s'pan. 
The theory may be extended to show the effects of 
vertical ~usts. The lift of the tail su'rface due to 'in-
terference from tue wing during penetration of the gust 
may be calculated with the aid of the curves of figure 5, 
provided that the ~ariation of the an~le of attack of the 
wing is known. A close approximation 'to this variation 
of an~le of attack durinc penetration of a varyin~ gust is' 
obtained by measuring the an~le of attack with respect to 
the relative wind direction at a point one-fourth of the 
chord ahead of the trailing ed~e of the wing., This approx-
imation is based on a well-known result of the thin-airfoil 
theory and is valid as lon~ as the rate of chan~e of ~ust 
velocity alon~ tho fli~ht path is less than that repre-
sented by an oscillation of one cycle in 18 chord len~ths. 
The lift independently developed by tho action of the ~ust 
on the tail surface mav be determined from reference 3. 
This lift is directly ~dded to that developed by interfer-
ence from tho wing., 
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As noted earlier, only in cases of extremely rapid 
chan~es in win~ lift (n > 0.35) is tho exact form of the 
indicial lift curve important. Such chan~es may occur, 
however, in sharp gusts and it is believed that the exten-
sion of the pre~ent investi~ation to hover the effect of 
vertical position of tho tail surface in those cases would 
be worth while. 
Lan~ley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advis'ory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Lan~ley Field, Va. t July 23, 1940. 
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